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Welcome to Kytes!

This document will walk you through the process of using Kytes - from sign up to content
management to billing to all the advanced features embedded in the product.

What is Kytes?
It is an online content distribution and consumption platform.

It is a unified platform for distributing every type of content you have - in any format such as
PDF, video, audio, eBook, ppt, doc etc. - from a single place.

Your users can consume all the content from one place too.

Your Content to Your World is our motto.  Information in any form can be reached to anyone in
“your world” - be they external or internal users - effectively through Kytes.

For Whom is Kytes?
Kytes is a common platform for content creators and consumers alike.  It therefore has two
interfaces - Kytes Player and Kytes Studio.

The same platform allows you to conveniently switch between the two modes.  You can be a
content creator and consumer at once!

Content Creators use Kytes Studio to:
● Set up channels and the content management team
● Manage content
● Manage users and distribution lists
● Distribute content
● Track analytics
● Track subscription, payment and billing

Content Consumers use Kytes Player to:
● Find content
● Read content
● Watch videos



● Listen to podcasts or other audio content

Getting Started

Sign up / Sign in:
Sign in to Kytes with your existing email address. You can use any email address you want to.
If you have a Google address (GMail), you can even just sign in automatically without typing in
any password or verification code.

Attention: This email address is your “user id” in this platform, and it is your identity in
the platform.  This cannot be changed later.  So use the most appropriate email address
to distribute content from.

There is no difference between sign up and sign in. When you sign in for the first time, your
experience may be slightly different from when you sign in subsequently.  The process to enter
the platform remains the same in both cases.

Step 1:
Go to the product website.
URL of the website: https://kytes.app/#/home

Step 2:
Click on the SIGN IN button.

https://kytes.app/#/home


Step 3:
Type in your email address (if you are not using Google) and press CONTINUE.

Step 4:
Fetch the verification code from your email inbox.



You have been successfully logged in!



ISSUES YOU MAY FACE:
1. I did not receive the verification code (also sometimes called One Time Password or

OTP).
a. Wait a few minutes, as sometimes the networks are congested.
b. Sync your mailbox to make sure you have the latest emails.
c. Check your Spam / Junk / Trash folders.  If you find the code there, you need to

mark emails from Kytes “Not Spam”.
d. If you are behind a firewall or VPN, you need to ask your administrator to

whitelist the domain: *.kytes.app
e. If you are unable to resolve the problem with these steps, write to

support@kytes.app



Kytes for Content Consumers

Experiencing the Content Assigned to You
You may have come to Kytes because someone assigned you content there.  If so, we call you a
Content Consumer.  In this case, you will see content as soon as you sign in.

Signing into Kytes as a Content Consumer
Go to the Kytes URL: https://kytes.app and choose the SIGN IN option.  Use the email address
where you got the content assignment email.  Type in the verification code sent to your email
into the pop-up box.  On successful login, you will be redirected to the content library.

All the content types may be played within the same app, in a secure manner.  There is no
feature to forward the content to anyone else, or to download it to the desktop.  These keep
content confidential and secure.

The Kytes Content Library
The content library for a given channel shows all the content within that channel.  You may find
content by sorting by time, filtering by content type (pdf/video/audio) or scrolling through the
list.

It also shows for each content nugget, an information card with a cover photo / text, the type of
content it is (pdf, mp4 etc.), and the title.  Additional information is available on clicking on the
‘i’ icon.



Video Content Experience
The Kytes secure video player features useful tools such as play/pause, mute/volume control,
progress bar, seeker scrubber, move forward/back by 30 seconds and full-screen view.  It also
permits you to go to a particular chapter in the video, if the content provider has provided that
information in the video.





PDF Content Experience
PDF content shows up in a simple PDF reader that allows you to read and annotate.

Annotation Features
Annotation features include: note-taking, highlighting, marking up with a pen tool



Audio Content Experience
The audio player features tools for play/pause, forward/backward 30 seconds, mute/volume
and replay.  It shows the extent to which the playing has progressed and features a scrubber to
seek to a different place in the content.

Finding Content from Other Channels
Change the Channel on the sidebar to find content from other channels.  The list of Channels
available to the reader are listed here.



Kytes for Content Distributors

Steps in the Content Distribution Process
The content distribution process in Kytes is very simple.



Step 1: Set up Your Channel

You can create a Channel when you first login, or afterwards too, if you want to add more
channels.  A Channel on Kytes is your identity.  That is the name users see when they receive
content from you.

Step 1a: Create Channel

In order to upload content, therefore, first create a Channel.

When you click on this, you will first be switched to the Kytes Studio.  Alternatively, you can

first go to the Kytes Studio by clicking on the button at the bottom left hand
side of the screen.

Tip: To make it easier to access Kytes regularly, add Kytes to your laptop / desktop /

mobile home screen using the button that appears at
the bottom.

Channel creation involves filling in the details in this screen.



Note that these are the details about you that your users will see everywhere, so choose
wisely to reflect your brand.

Step 1b: Choose a Plan

Next, choose the right plan for your needs



Plans are fundamentally different in the number of active users they support. See more
information on this in the section, “Choosing the right plan”.

Step 2: Upload Content

Choose content to upload.  You may choose from your desktop, drag and drop a suitable
format, or even pull from Dropbox.



Add details about your content, so that users know what they are about to read/listen
to/watch.

Optional steps:
Add the table of contents, if your book / video is large.  This is an optional step.



Edit the cover title or upload an image.  This is an optional step.



Choose the text and colour of your choice.

Alternatively, add a cover image.



Click on DONE.

It will reflect on the screen as follows, if done right:

Save all by clicking on SAVE & EXIT. .

The content will be saved in the library.



Step 3: Add Users

Till you create users and distribution lists in your Channel, you won’t be able to share content
with anyone.  This is the message you will see if you don’t yet have any users to share content
with.



Step 3a: Create a Distribution List of Users:

Let us start by creating a List.

Find the Lists option on the sidebar.

Make sure you’ve chosen the right Channel
to create Lists in.

Notice how “Learn about Kytes” is
highlighted here, which means that it is the
chosen Channel.

Important to Know: All content and users
stay within the context of a Channel.
Content created in one Channel will not be
visible in another.  Likewise, users and Lists
created in one Channel will only be limited to
that Channel.



Give a name to the distribution list, add a description of what that distribution list represents,
add users ( just email ID will do), and save.

Pro-tip: You can download the Excel sheet sample and fill it in and upload it back, if you
want to bulk-upload distribution lists.

Add all users to the list to complete.  If you did it right, you should see a confirmation screen as
below.  Check that the name is right and the number of users added to the list is correct.

Note: The top right + sign allows you to create a NEW LIST.  You can add multiple
distribution lists in a channel.

Step 3b: Add More Users or Create More Lists

To add more users to the same list, choose the pencil icon to the right to start editing this list
and then add users.  Alternatively, choose the interface shown below:



Create more lists of users, each being a target group of its own.

The top right + sign allows you to create a NEW LIST. You can add multiple distribution lists in
a channel.



Step 4: Distribute content nuggets to lists

Find the Content tab on the side bar, as
shown in the image.

Ensure you are in the right Channel.

The content library will show up

Choose the Edit option by choosing the
Assign (arrow) icon



Choose all the distribution lists you want
to assign this content to.

Click on DONE.

Choose whether you want users
(receivers of your content) to be notified
by email or not.

Pro-Tip: Good practices in notifications:
● Send notification the first time you

assign content to a user/list
● Don’t send notifications if you are

sending a lot of content one by
one.

● If you are only sharing content
infrequently, your users need to be
notified.

Observe the confirmation message that
appears briefly at the bottom of the
screen.

Your users will receive emails such as
these.

The first time they are added to Kytes,
they receive a welcome message.

Every time they are notified of content
assignment, another email is sent.

Pro-Tip: Add a Team member from your
content team as part of all lists.  This
helps keep track of notifications and gives
you a sense of what your user is facing.



Use the button on the side bar to switch
to the player view (i.e. your view as a
content consumer) to see how your users
will see the content on their library.

You can see that the content has been
added to the library.

Step 5: Track Usage - Analytics

Kytes has a sensible, crisp analytics interface. You may access it from the sidebar by scrolling
down the sidebar.



Go back to Kytes Studio
(where you manage content
from)



Select your Channel.

Here, I would select “Learn
About Kytes”.

Use the scroll bar to scroll
down the sidebar.

Look for “Analyze”.



You will be taken to the
Analytics screen

Settling into Kytes - the more fun stuff
In this section, we look at some of the less basic features - those that greatly increase your
productivity and bring enhanced value to your audience.

Collections

What are Collections?
Collections are content nuggets grouped together, so that they may be easily distributed and
consumed as a set.  Collections are like playlists, or learning paths.  The wonderful thing about
Collections on Kytes is that these playlists can contain content of different formats!

Use Case: Imagine that you are a real estate agent and want to share information about
a new property available in a posh area, with your premium realty customer.  Your
content is likely to include: a) a brochure of the property, b) a video tour of the house, c)
a recorded audio of the house-owner making a pitch, d) some information about the
amenities in the premises a ppt, e) sound bites from neighbours as audio files, f) a tour
of the nearby locations, g) registration paperwork etc.  If you could package them all as
a single set, and distribute it to a ready list of interested premium customers, how nice
that would be!  Your user does not have to switch between YouTube and Google Drive
and Spotify to see all your content.



Creating and Managing Collections on Kytes

Suppose you had these content items in your
library, and you wanted to create a collection
of them.

You need to first create a Collection.  Go to
the side bar and click on Collections.



Add information about the new Collection.
This is what your users will see.

Choose this option to include content items

Choose the content items to add to the
Collection

Distribute to the lists you wish to assign the
Collection to

You may choose to notify users or not

Your users will see a new email in their inbox



if you’ve chosen to notify them.

The collection is successfully added to your
Kytes channel

ALTERNATIVELY

Go to the content library.  Find the card of
interest to add.

Choose the ‘Add to Collection’ icon as
highlighted in the content card below:

Find the Collection of interest and add to it

You see a confirmation briefly at the bottom
of the screen, if done right

All the lists who have access to this
collection naturally get the new content



items as well, without any further need to
assign.



Managing Access Expiry - how long does the access last?
To manage how long someone gets access to content, follow these steps:

Find the list which you want to
manage access to

Find the content / collection
assigned to this list



Choose the pencil icon at the
top right to edit.

Change the assignment period
by choosing the small calendar
icon next to the content.

Choose the END DATE (the
expiry date).

Click on DONE.

Managing Billing and Plans
You have full autonomy in finding and selecting the Plan of your choice on Kytes.

Choosing the Right Plan
Plans in Kytes are associated with Channels.  Each Channel is associated with one and only
one Plan at any given time.  The Plan needs to be chosen at the time of setting up the channel.

Kytes plans generally vary based on the maximum number of active users they support in a
given billing cycle.  They also carry stipulations on the maximum amount of content available
to them in terms of storage capacity.

Active Users on Kytes
An active user on Kytes is one who: 1) is logged in during the billing period and 2) has
accessed at least one content nugget/card/collection on the platform during the billing period.



Kytes does not charge separately for how many content items are in the system, were assigned
to users or were consumed.  We encourage plenty of content consumption and do not penalize
for more content consumption on the platform.

Active Users on Kytes
Overage is often a reality.  In some months, the channel may experience a higher volume of
users, which exceeds the maximum number of active users supported by that plan.  However,
we do not block access to these new users.  Instead, we allow them to use the platform, and
charge the channel owner an overage cost for that billing cycle.

For example:
If January 2021 saw 225 active users,
But the plan only supports 200 active users,
The channel owner will get an additional bill at the end of January for the 25 extra
users.  The rate for each such user varies according to the plan.

Staying Up-to-date on Payments

Go to Billing on the side bar.

Update the information on the right hand
side.

Add the billing address and card information



Pay your invoices

Click on the → button next to the invoice ot
pay

Make payment for that invoice

Tracking Billing and Payments

Track your subscription dates

Managing Your Brand
Kytes permits you to add your logo and brand name and brand description in the Channel set
up.  This can later be accessed from the Brand item on the sidebar menu.


